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Yusen is a Supply Chain Specialist with company
owned warehouses and trucks all over the world.
Offering supply chain solutions in 6 verticals,

-

Founded in 1955
6 Industries: Healthcare,
Aerospace, Retail, Food,
Automotive & Technology
24.000+ Employees in 578
bases worldwide

transporting goods all over the world by air,
ocean, and road freight. With over 380,000
metric tons shipped by air in 2019, they belong in
the top 20 global logistics companies worldwide.

Yusen’s vision
Connecting people, businesses and
communities to a better future through logistics.

Time-consuming Risk Assessments of Pharmaceutical
Shipments
In order to ship pharmaceuticals, a freight forwarder needs to legally adhere to GDP
standards. Good distribution practice (GDP) describes the minimum standards that a
distributor must meet to ensure that the quality and integrity of medicines are maintained
throughout the supply chain.
Yusen Logistics completes a full Route Risk Assessment of the journey the goods will take,
also known as a lane risk assessment. Yusen Logistics used to do this through large Excel
sheets, which was shared around to all parties involved, and edited and checked by each
one through typing and copy-paste. This method is very error-sensitive as well as errorprone and requires a quite some manual labor. To find out if there had been changes in the
supplier's capabilities, Yusen Logistics had to manually search and update adjustments.

Meet Validaide
The Validaide platform allows all parties involved in the transportation to connect, share
and update capabilities and other information. With over 350 logistic companies actively
sharing information and over 1400 defined locations, Validaide allows freight forwarders
direct insight into the details of every step of the route that pharmaceutical products take
– from airport storage conditions to the aircraft temperature. Using a standardized
checklist, data is gathered and verified. This data is combined with climate statistics and
flight data to create a powerful lane risk assessment.

Valuable and Realistic Output
Validaide’s digitized lane risk assessment allows Yusen to
eliminate the error-sensitive Excel sheets and reduce the timeconsuming manual creation of lane risk assessments. The
quick, worldwide access to the all their suppliers’ locations and
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capabilities allows the reuse of information for Yusen Logistics’
lane risk assessments for their pharmaceutical shipments. Upto-date information and change alerts allow Yusen to adapt a
proactive lane management style. Rather than guessing the
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temperature and other risks of a lane, the platform provides
Yusen Logistics with a well-estimated and data-driven output
that is more valuable and realistic. Due to these benefits,
Validaide will be implemented as a corporate standard within
Yusen Logistics, and be rolled out globally.

”The efficiency gain with Validaide is evident. No
more risk gambling, we now get a valuable and
realistic output.”
Astrid Thorissen
Global Healthcare Quality Manager
Yusen Logistics International Supply Chain

Pharma Lane Assessments Made Easy

Visit Validaide.com to learn more

